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VIRTUAL REALITY 

 
“…human brains are actually being merged with computer intelligence. 
Rather than viewing games on a screen, users can now experience the 
program from within their own nervous systems; as though it were an 
extension of their mind…procedure inserts nanobots…”  
(“2039 Full Immersion Virtual Reality”, Future Timeline, Accessed January 4, 2016, 
http://www.futuretimeline.net/21stcentury/2039.htm#full_immersion_virtual_reality) 
 
“When the user wishes to experience a simulated reality, … suppressing all 
of the inputs coming from the real senses and replacing them with signals 
corresponding to the virtual environment…”  
(“2039 Full Immersion Virtual Reality”, Future Timeline, Accessed January 4, 2016, 
http://www.futuretimeline.net/21stcentury/2039.htm#full_immersion_virtual_reality) 
 
“…from business to education, training, healthcare, engineering, design, 
media and entertainment.” (“2039 Full Immersion Virtual Reality”, Future Timeline, Accessed 
January 4, 2016, http://www.futuretimeline.net/21stcentury/2039.htm#full_immersion_virtual_reality) 
 
“Tech giants are in an arms race to put this technology in your living 
room…” (Jennifer Booton, “Porn industry’s billion-dollar new frontier”, Market Watch, July 26, 2015, 
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-the-future-of-virtual-reality-depends-on-porn-2015-07-15) 
 
“Samsung Electronics announced a partnership with the NBA to shoot 
behind-the-scenes and live-action footage that may one day bring the 
courtside-seat experience to the general population.” (Jennifer Booton, “Porn 
industry’s billion-dollar new frontier”, Market Watch, July 26, 2015, 
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-the-future-of-virtual-reality-depends-on-porn-2015-07-15) 
 
“VirtualRealPorn, which has been producing virtual-reality adult films since 
January 2014, makes money by selling subscriptions: a 15-day trail for 5.95 
euros, a month-to-month plan for €15.95, a three-month contract for €29.95 
and a one-year contract for €89.95.” (Jennifer Booton, “Porn industry’s billion-dollar new 
frontier”, Market Watch, July 26, 2015, http://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-the-future-of-virtual-reality-
depends-on-porn-2015-07-15) 
 
“The initial filming struggles prompted VirtualRealPorn to build its own 
custom cameras to shoot in 360-degree stereoscopic 3D. ‘There are many 
things to change in the shooting regarding the actor and actress positions, 
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distances to the cameras, poses, etc.,” said VirtualRealPorn spokeswoman 
Linda Wells.” (Jennifer Booton, “Porn industry’s billion-dollar new frontier”, Market Watch, July 26, 
2015, http://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-the-future-of-virtual-reality-depends-on-porn-2015-07-15) 
 
“GoPro Inc. GPRO, +1.12% became the first mainstream consumer 
technology company to try and bring virtual-reality production capabilities to 
everyone when it announced a cube shaped mount in May that can hold six 
of its action cameras. The footage can be pieced together into 360-degree 
video segments using technology from Kolor, a virtual-reality production 
company GoPro bought at the end of April. But for what it’s worth, virtual-
reality production remains in infant stages.” (Jennifer Booton, “Porn industry’s billion-
dollar new frontier”, Market Watch, July 26, 2015, http://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-the-future-of-
virtual-reality-depends-on-porn-2015-07-15) 
 
“…designed to be so powerful and immersive it tricks people into believing 
they are fully present in a simulated world. The porn industry has taken that 
step further, partnering with makers of digitally-connected sex toys – a 
budding field known as teledildonics – to sync virtual videos with the 
physical movements of toys.” (Jennifer Booton, “Porn industry’s billion-dollar new frontier”, 
Market Watch, July 26, 2015, http://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-the-future-of-virtual-reality-
depends-on-porn-2015-07-15) 
 
“‘You’ll put on 3D glasses and the woman or man will proposition you. And 
in some cases it’ll be interactive – you could say ‘Take off your clothes’. 
(Stuart Jeffries, “Psychologist Philip Zimbardo: ‘Boys Risk Becoming Addicted to Porn, Video Games and 
Ritalin’”, The Guardian, May 9, 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/may/09/philip-
zimbardo-boys-are-a-mess) 
 

A popular cam site is hoping that our brave new world of high-tech lovin' 
has plenty of people in it that want virtual 'sex' with cam models. Next 
month, CamSoda is launching a new virtual-reality (VR) platform that will 
allow patrons to physically 'interact' with performers via teledildonics, a.k.a. 
connected and coordinating sex toys--technology that's long been bound 
by patent law, but which soon may finally be let loose. 
 
The site aims to give visitors the fuller VR experience thanks to 'female'- 
and 'male'-designed stimulators from Kiiroo, which feed "pressure data" 
from a female performer's toy to a remote viewer's responsive male 
masturbator, or 'sleeve,' in real time. According to the company, "This 

http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/may/09/philip-zimbardo-boys-are-a-mess
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/may/09/philip-zimbardo-boys-are-a-mess
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replicates a real life experience creating pulsating vibrations on each end 
with each person." CamSoda president Daron Lundeen explained in a 
press release, "We want to provide our users with a unique experience that 
constantly stimulates their imagination." 

CamSoda already maintains a house-ful of brick-and-mortar chat rooms for 
VR-ready and more traditional performances, and promises to staff "a 
diverse team of models to entertain viewers at all times" with the new 
platform's launch. Tech-savvy fans of the site can also look forward to 
weekly "special events," the company boasts, "pushing the limits of virtual 
reality and bringing the user into the models’ world."   

In addition to previously unknown realms of self-pleasure, perhaps, the 
platform's launch may herald an era of new action in the teledildonics 
industry after years of drought. Over the past decade or so, sex-tech 
innovators such as FriXion, Vibease, LovePalz, OhMiBod, 
and Comingle have found their various forays into teledildonics blocked by 
a wide-ranging patent on such technology, Ars Technica explains. As The 
Verge points out, however, the rights held by one HasSex, Inc.--
"[which] seems to have been created solely for the purpose of licensing this 
very patent," according to the tech news site--is nearing its end. 

The service launches August 1, and would-be participants can get the gear 
they'll need for remote stimulation from CamSoda's site. If VR cam sex 
doesn't pan out, of course, users can still utilize their Kiiroo Onyx or Pearl 
device for remote encounters with real-life partners, and with other 
strangers and performers via Kiiroo's own platforms (no word yet on 
female-focused virtual sessions in the CamSoda House). 
According to Engadget, the company's current VR platform (sans 
teledildonics) leaves a fair bit to be desired, and has encountered such 
mood-altering glitches as connection problems, stream lags, and even a 
cameo from "a large, male crew member [stepping] on set to adjust a piece 
of equipment." 

https://www.vibease.com/
https://www.lovepalz.com/twist-en/
http://shop.ohmibod.com/blueMotion/blueMotion-NEX1
https://www.comingle.io/
http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2015/07/teledildonics-patent-used-to-sue-six-nascent-cybersex-companies/
http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2015/10/teledildonics-patent-troll-backs-down-from-lawsuit-against-kickstarter/
http://www.theverge.com/2015/8/12/9116515/the-future-of-sex-is-patent-trolling-teledildonics-tzu-technologies
http://www.theverge.com/2015/8/12/9116515/the-future-of-sex-is-patent-trolling-teledildonics-tzu-technologies
http://hassexinc.com/
http://hassexinc.com/
https://www.engadget.com/2016/07/13/live-sex-show-360-video/
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Only time and perhaps biofeedback data will tell whether such remote-
controlled 'mutual' masturbation plays a big role in future sexuality, but the 
platform may have critics of VR-overloadworrying in the mean time that 
maybe T.S. Eliot was wrong--that our world does, in fact, end with a bang. 
(Forbes, July 21, 2016, “This VR Platform Invites Users To Have Virtual Sex With Real Performers,” 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/janetwburns/2016/07/21/teledildonics-platform-lets-you-have-virtual-sex-
with-performers/#4429631238c5) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/mar/06/virtual-reality-oculus-rift-headsets-david-foster-wallace
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For more information and to 
book Josh please contact: 

johncnettleton@gmail.com 

www.josh.org/event/request-josh/ 

417-334-8056 

2001 W. Plano Pkwy, Ste 2400 
Plano, TX 75075 
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